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ABSTRACT 
The flow method of reaction rate measurement has been adapted to the determi- 
nation  of the rate of diffusion  of water into the human red cell.  In seven experi- 
ments the half-time for diffusion  exchange  has been found to be 4.2  4-  1.1  reset., 
which  is equivalent to a  diffusion  flow of 8.6  ×  10  -9 ml. H20/(see., red cell).  This 
figure has been compared with the rate of water entrance under an osmotic pressure 
gradient, and has been found to be smaller by a factor of 2.5. The difference between 
these two rates of water entrance has been interpreted as indicating the presence of 
water-filled  channels in the membrane. An estimate of the equivalent radius of these 
channels (on the assumption of uniform right cylindrical  pores)  leads to a  value of 
3.5 ,~., which is viewed as an operational description of the resistance  offered  by the 
membrane to the passage of water. 
The present experiments were undertaken  to measure the in vitro exchange 
rate of water across the human red cell membrane under isotonic conditions, 
using tritiated water (THO) as a  tracer. To determine the time course of this 
rapid exchange, a  flow method was devised, based on the principles developed 
by  Hartridge  and  Roughton  (1),  Dirken  and  Mook  (2),  and  Chance  (3). 
Freshly  drawn,  heparinized,  whole  blood  or  fresh  red  cell  suspensions  were 
mixed with an isotonic red cell buffer containing THO, and the rate of uptake 
of the THO by the cells was followed. The rates of entrance of water by dif- 
fusion and by osmosis were then used to calculate an equivalent pore size for 
the red cell membrane. 
Experimental Method 
Principles.  m 
A  suspension  of ceils and  tritiated, isotonic  buffer is mixed  and forced down an 
observation tube. As the mixture flows down the tube, the non-labelled  intracellular 
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water and the labelled extracellular water start to exchange. The extracellular water 
is sampled at intervals along the tube through filters which red ceils cannot pass. 
The  samples of labelled filtrate, each  representing a  certain time of exchange, are 
analyzed for their tritium content, and a  kinetic curve, showing the fall in concen- 
tration of labelled water as a function of time, is plotted. A schematic diagram of the 
flow system is shown in Fig. 1. 
Details of Construction.-- 
(a)  Reagent  Containers.--The  reagent  containers  are  1500  ml.  stainless  steel 
beakers fitted with tops made of ~  inch brass plates. The plates are screwed down 
against No. 53 O-rings to form a pressure seal. A Hoke No. 306 needle valve is fitted 
to one plate and serves as a pressure release. No. 6 gauge stainless steel tubing (0.203 
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FIG. 1.  Schematic drawing showing  flow system.  Gas  under  pressure forces  the 
tritiated buffer and  the red cell suspension through the open toggle valves into the 
mixing chamber. After mixing the fluid flows at a  velocity of about 9.5 meters/sec. 
through the filtration chamber into the graduate where the effluent fluid is collected. 
Four samples are taken during flow through the filtration chamber. 
inch outer diameter, 0.015  inch wall thicka~ess) is hard soldered to the plates to form 
outlets for the flow solutions. 1/~ inch copper tubing connects the tank of 95 per cent 
air, 5 per cent CO= to the beakers. Two pieces of vinyl tubing (5~ inch inner diameter 
~s  inch wM1 thickness) which pass through the special toggle valves shown in detail 
in  Fig. 2,  connect  the ends of the stainless steeel tubing  to the  jets of the  mixing 
chamber. 
(b) Mixing  Chamber.--The  mixing chamber,  shown  in  Fig. 2,  is machined  from 
a  ~  inch lucite sheet and all the machined surfaces are polished. Its dimensions are 
given in Fig. 2. 
(c) Filtration Chambers.--Fig.  3 shows the design of the filtration chamber used in 
the present experiments. A piece of No.  12  gauge stainless steel tubing (0.085  inch 
inner diameter, 0.012  inch wall thickness) is imbedded lengthwise in a  lucite block 
3~ inch  ×  1 inch  X ~6 inch. Four cylindrical surfaces of 1~  inch radius are milled 
at 2  cm.  interaTals into the lucite and  the wall of the  tubing until the wall is very 
thin. Then  four ~6  inch holes are drilled through the tubing wall at the thin spots. C. V. PAGAIqELLI  AND A. K.  SOLOMON  261 
In this way, practically no dead space, in which stagnant fluid might accumulate, is 
left  between  the  filters  and  the  flowing solutions.  Seven  mm.  circles  of Millipore 
falter  paper  (0.8  #  pore  diameter,  Aerosol  Assay,  Millipore  Filter  Corporation, 
Waltham,  Massachusetts),  backed  by  circles  of  ordinary  filter  paper  (Whatman 
No. 42) for mechanical strength,  are placed in position over the holes of the tube. 
They are held down tightly by segments of cylinders of z~t2 inch radius, which are 
bolted to the lucite block, as shown in Fig. 3. Holes in the segments permit passage 
of fluid through the filters.  With this arrangement, four samples can be filtered simul- 
taneously, and thus a  single  experiment provides sufficient  data for four points on a 
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Fro. 2.  Top, side view of mixing chamber.  Center,  top view of mixing chamber. 
Bottom, detail showing toggle valve. 
kinetic curve. The filtration chamber produces a  total of about 0.1  ml. filtrate from 
500 ml. of reactants. 
(d) Sampling Pipettes.--The filtration chamber is fastened  to the mixing chamber 
hole-side  downward in normal use, and  four capillary pipettes are placed with their 
tips dose to the holes. Thus as fluid is filtered,  it is drawn into the pipettes  by capil- 
lary attraction.  The pipettes are mounted  on the stage of a  misco  rack-and-pinion 
micromanipulator to facilitate their positioning. 
Experimental Procedure.-- 
Three  basic  types  of flow  experiments  were  performed:  (1)  whole,  heparinized 
blood  (sodium heparin,  Lederle,  10 mg./ml.;  0.5  ml.  added  to  100 ml.  blood)  was 262  RATE  OIF  EXCHANGE  OF  TRITIATED  WATER 
allowed  to exchange  with an 0.9 per cent solution  of NaCI made up with THO. (2) 
500 ml. of whole, heparinized blood were centrifuged for one-half hour at 890 g, and 
the bulk of the plasma was removed. The "packed" cells 0aematocrit reading around 
0.8) were allowed to exchange with their own plasma to which about 0.1 ml. of THO 
of high specific activity had been added. (3) 500 ml. of whole, heparinized  blood were 
centrifuged for one-half hour at 890 g, and about 200 ml. of plasma were removed. 
The plasma was replaced with  100 ml.  of an isotonic  phosphate-bicarbonate buffer 
whose  composition is given in Reference 4,  Table I. This enriched  cell  suspension 
(hematocrit reading about 0.6)  was allowed  to exchange  with the same phosphate- 
bicarbonate buffer made up with THO. 
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FIG. 3.  Detail showing filtration chamber. 
Tritium Measurement.- 
The THO in the  filtrates was  diluted  by weight and  assayed by the  methane~ 
proportional counting method d  Robinson (5). The reproducibility d  this method was 
checked by assaying a  single  sample of THO eight times. The results agreed to a 
standard deviation of 4-0.7 per cent. 
RESULTS 
Performance of Equipment 
(a) E.ficiency of Mixing.--The efficiency of the mixing chamber was tested 
by using human red cells labelled with Cr5104  = (obtained from Abbott Labora- 
tories, North Chicago, Illinois, as a solution of Na~Cr6X04). A suspension of the 
labelled cells (hematocrit reading about 0.4)  in 0.9 per cent NaCI was placed 
in one of the steel beakers of the flow system, and a  solution of 0.9 per cent 
NaCI  was  placed  in  the  other  beaker.  A  10  ml.  hypodermic  syringe  barrel 
carrying a  26 gauge needle was mounted on a  misco micromardpulator,  and C.  V.  PAGANELLI  AND  A.  K.  SOLOMON  263 
the needle was inserted into the observation tube. Then the cell suspension 
and the NaC1 solution were forced into the mixer and down the observation 
tube at 814 cm./sec. A sample of the mixture flowing down the tube was taken 
by applying a vacuum to the syringe barrel.  In three separate experiments, 
samples were taken at the rear wall of the mixing chamber itself, at the orifice 
of the mixing chamber, and 1.6 ram. from the orifice. The cell suspension flowing 
from the end of the observation tube was also collected in each of the three 
experiments,  and thoroughly mixed by shaking.  The specific activities of the 
collected cell suspensions were determined in a well-type scintillation counter. 
The Cr  ~1 concentration in the effluent suspension was used to represent 100 per 
TABLE  I 
l~ciency of Mixing 
Position of sampling  Time  Mixing 
~sec.  ~ev ce~t 
Back wall of mixing chamber ..............  ,--,0  78.2 
Orifice of mixing chamber .................  0.67  82.3 
1.6 mm. from orifice of mixing chamber ....  0.87  97.5 
cent mixing, and the percentage  mixing at each sampling position in the ob- 
servation tube was calculated as 
Cr  61  concentration, sample 
100  X  CrS1 concentration, effluent 
Table I shows the results of these experiments. It will be seen that mixing is at 
least 97.5 per cent complete  in about 0.9  msec. 
The time spent by the fluid in the mixing chamber must be taken into ac- 
count in computation of reaction times of the four filtered  samples.  For this 
purpose,  the formula of Hartridge and Roughton (1) for the equivalent length 
of the mixing chamber was used: 
Lo  -~  r~2L,~/ro  2  (1) 
in which L0 is the equivalent length of the mixing chamber in cm., r, is  the 
radius of the mixing chamber (cm.), r0 is the radius of the  observation tube 
(cm.),  and L~ is the length of the mixing chamber (cm.).  L0 for the mixing 
chamber shown in Fig. 2 is 0.54 cm. This distance was added to the distance 
from the mixing chamber to each of the four points of filtration when reaction 
times were calculated. 
(b)  Nature of Flow in the Filtration Chamber.--The critical velocity for turbu- 
lent flow in the filtration chamber was calculated from the Reynolds formula: 
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in which #o is the critical velocity in cm./sec., ~/is the viscosity in poises, and 
P is the density in gm./cm?. Coulter and Pappenheimer (6) have shown the 
validity of this equation for bovine blood at many different hematocrit read- 
ings. The following approximate values were used: ~/ =  0.07 poise (the apparent 
viscosity of bovine blood just  below turbulence; hematocrit reading --- 0.53, 
temperature =  28°C. (6)); r0 =  0.109 cm., and p  =  1.0 gm./cm? With these 
values, #, =  640 cm./sec. In practice, this velocity was always exceeded by at 
least 200 cm./sec., so that flow in the filtration chamber was always turbulent. 
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FIG. 4.  Pressure-flow curve for mixing chamber and observation tube. 
In addition,  a  pressure-flow diagram was plotted for the filtration chamber. 
The linear relation between flow rate and the square root of the pressure shown 
in Fig. 4 is typical of the turbulent flow; it would not have been obtained had 
there been laminar flow in the filtration chamber, which is characterized by a 
linear relation between flow and pressure. 
The steadiness of the flow rate was checked by repeated measurement of the 
volume outflow per unit time. In six trials, each lasting 6.0 sec., the volume 
outflow was constant to within a standard deviation of 4-2.4 per cent. 
(c)  Memory JE~ects.--To  prevent memory effects caused by residual radio- 
activity, the entire flow system was repeatedly rinsed in distilled water after 
each experiment. The parts of the system which were not plastic were dried 
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dried in an air stream. The sampling pipettes, which were made from pyrex 
capillary tubing, were discarded after each experiment. These measures were 
sufficient to insure the absence of any appreciable  memory. 
Hemolysis and Net Water Movement in Red Calls 
The degree of hemolysis of the effluent cell suspension was determined as 
routine in preliminary experiments with the flow system. Hemoglobin concen- 
tration, as measured on a  Beckman model B  spectrophotometer at 4160  A, 
was used as the measure of hemolysis. In five preliminary experiments, the 
degree  of  hemolysis averaged  0.3  per  cent;  accordingly,  routine  hemolysis 
measurements were discontinued after Experiment 7. Visual estimation of the 
TABLE II 
Ckanges in Relative Mean Corpuscular Hemoglobin Content (mc~) 
Experiment No. 
8 
9 
I0 
11 
12 
13 
Relative mchc 
(Relative Hb content/volume of cells) 
Before experiment  After experiment 
2.34 
2.11 
2.11 
1.99 
1.92 
2.15 
2.03 
2.13 
2.06 
2.03 
1.85 
2.04 
Difference 
+15.2 
--0.9 
+2.4 
--2.0 
+3.8 
+5.4 
color of the red cell suspension medium after an experiment served to guard 
against gross hemolysis. 
Relative mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration (mchc) determinations 
were made before and after each experiment as a  check on the constancy of 
cell water content. The determination depended on hemoglobin analysis by 
the method outlined above,  and hematocrit readings in  standard Wintrobe 
tubes spun at 1610 g for 50 minutes. Table II shows the changes in relative 
mchc which took place in the course of six experiments. These changes reflect 
water shifts occurring in the red cell; a positive change indicates cell shrinkage, 
and a  negative change, cell swelling. A relatively large water movement was 
observed in Experiment 8,  but in the remaining five experiments, the water 
shifts were small and of doubtful significance in view of the 1.9 per cent stand- 
ard deviation in the hemoglobin determinations (7). 
Mathematical Treatment of Data 
The equations to be presented describe the diffusion of tritiated water across 
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the suspension medium behave as two well mixed compartments; (b) the cells 
neither gain nor lose water during a  diffusion experiment; (c) tritiated water 
acts as an ideal tracer for ordinary water; (d) the radiation of the tritium mole- 
cules does not disturb normal cell processes. Under these conditions, the follow- 
hag equations may be used to describe the water exchange (8): 
dP  -  k; +  kq  (3)  at 
P  =  p~  (4) 
pov~ --/wp +  qv~  (5) 
In these equations, P  is the amount of THO present in the suspension medium, 
t is time, k is a proportionality constant, p and q are the specific activities of the 
water of the suspension medium and the cell interior, respectively, vp and v~ 
are the volumes of the suspension medium and the intracellular water,  respec- 
tively, and p0 is the value of p at t  =  0. The assumptions  given above require 
discussion and qualification to show that they are satisfied reasonably well in 
these experiments. 
(a)  Assumption of Two Well Mixed Compartments.--The  first assumption, 
as applied to the suspension medium,  is subject to experimental proof. The 
evidence given in Table I  shows the suspension medium to be well mixed, at 
least at 0.87 msec. after the reaction is initiated. The degree of mixing in the cell 
interior cannot be verified experimentally, but it is possible to calculate how 
rapidly diffusion alone would produce a given degree of mixing in the interior. 
Roughton's (9) treatment of the diffusion of dissolved oxygen in the red cell 
interior has been adapted for this purpose. In this treatment, the red cell is 
considered as a plane liquid sheet. It is possible to show that a substance present 
on both sides of such a sheet diffuses into the sheet according to the equation: 
1  8  6._(D~rt/4b2 ) t 
-  (6) 
in which/3 is the average specific activity of THO in the cell interior, i~0 is the 
initial specific activity of THO outside the cell, D is the diffusion coefficient of 
THO in the cell interior, b is the half-thickness at the center of the red cell, 
and t is time. A value of D  is necessary to calculate the time required for the 
cell interior to reach a concentration which is 90 per cent of 150. D is unknown, 
but may be estimated from the work of Wang (10) on the diffusion of I-I~O  TM 
into concentrated ovalbumin solutions. In a solution which was 24.5 per cent 
protein by weight, D~2o18 was found to equal 0.978 X  10  -a cmY/sec, at 10°C. 
By using  this value as  a  rough estimate of D  in Equation 6,  and setting b 
equal to 0.5 X  10  -q cm. (11), one obtains t  =  0.2 msec. Thus, if no other force 
acts to mix the cell interior, diffusion alone produces mixing which is 90 per 
cent complete in about 0.2 msec. In these experiments the half-time for water 
exchange across the membrane is found to be about 4 msec. Thus the assump- 
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(b)  Steady-State Assumption.--The second assumption, that the cells neither 
gain nor lose water during an experiment, has been tested experimentally, as 
already discussed. It is also possible to calculate the effect of osmotic shifts of 
water during the exchange of THO. Suppose that, because of anisotonicity of 
the tritiated buffer, or a shifting gas equilibrium, there is a 20 per cent difference 
in osmolarity between the cells and the buffer. When the cells and buffer are 
mixed, will the relatively large water shift induced by this difference in osmo- 
larity occur rapidly enough to affect the kinetics of water exchange by diffusion? 
It is possible to answer this question by consideration of the rate at which 
water enters or leaves the red cell under an osmotic gradient. Sidel and Solomon 
(12) have estimated this rate as 1.5 X  10  --14 ml. H~O/(sec., era. H,O pressure, 
red cell) at 25°C. In 20 reset., therefore, with a 20 per cent difference in osmo- 
larity, the red cell would gain or lose 5 X  10  -is ml. H20. This figure is less than 
1 per cent of the red cell water volume. Since all the measurements of THO 
diffusion in the present study were done at times of 10 msec. or less, it is seen 
that osmotic water shifts can have little influence on these measurements. 
(c) Ideality of THO as a Tracer for/~20.--The third assumption, that THO 
acts as an ideal tracer for H,O, is subject to some doubt. There is disagreement 
among different investigators as to the true values of the diffusion coefficients 
of THO, H20  is, and D,O, and as to whether they may be used interchangeably 
as tracers for water in biological systems (13-17).  For the purposes of these 
calculations, however, the data of Wang eta/. (13) have been considered most 
satisfactory. They found the diffusion coefficient of THO to be  14 per cent 
smaller than that of H~O  is, which is usually considered the most nearly ideal 
tracer for H~O. Accordingly, H20 fluxes, when calculated from measured THO 
fluxes, have been increased by 14 per cent to compensate for this difference. 
(d)  Absence of Radiation Effects.--The fourth assumption, that the radiation 
of the tritium molecules does not disturb normal cell processes, is subject to 
indirect experimental proof. Sheppard and Martin (18)  showed that red cell 
suspensions subjected to  1200 r  of 7  radiation exhibited no change in their 
ability to transport potassium. In the present experiments, the radiation dos- 
age was calculated to be less than 4 X  10  -~ rad, an exposure which is minute 
in comparison with the 1200 r  of Sheppard and Martin. Thus, the fourth as- 
sumption would seem to be valid. 
(e) Solution of the Diffusion  Equation.--To  solve Equation 3,  P  and q are 
first eliminated by substitution from Equations 4 and 5. Using the boundary 
conditions p  =  p0 when t  =  0, and p  =  p.~ when t =  ~,  the solution is: 
In  --  1  ~-  1  =  ~'eP.  (7) 
or 
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in which S  --  -kpdv~p**. Fig. 5 shows a semilogarithmic graph of (p/p** --  1) 
against  time for the data from a  single experiment. The data plotted in this 
manner fall on a straight line, consistent with the postulated two-compartment 
kinetics. The rate constant k/% which represents the fraction of red cell water 
exchanging in unit time, may be calculated from the slope S  of this line.  The 
half-time of the exchange may be obtained by setting  p  =  (p0 q- p,~)/2, and 
t  =  tx/2 in Equation  7.  Thus,  t~/2 =  --0.693/S. 
Experimental  Determinations 
The rate of exchange of THO across the human red cell under isotonic con- 
ditions was followed in seven samples of blood drawn from young adult males. 
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FIG. 5. THO uptake by human red cells in isotonic buffer. The points represent 
data from Experiment 13, with standard deviations, and the curve has been drawn as 
discussed in the text. 
The half-time of the exchange was found to be 4.2 4-  1.1 msec. at 23°C. The" 
half-time was  independent of the  hematocrit reading of the  cell suspension 
over a twofold range, and independent of the nature of the suspension medium, 
as shown in Table III. 
The data were treated mathematically according to the equations previously 
given. Taking 6.3 X  10  -n ml. as the average water  content of the human red 
cell (19), and increasing the rate constant found for THO exchange by 14 per 
cent, as previously discussed, the unidirectional water flux is calculated to be 
8.6 X  10  -9 ml. H20/(sec., red cell). 
Sources of Error 
(a)  Errors  of Experimental  Design.--Unless  the  two  toggle  valves  which 
control the flow of tritiated buffer and cell suspension are opened simultane- 
ously, the first portion of fluid to descend the observation tube will be richer 
in cells or in buffer than succeeding portions. This difference will be reflected •  C. V. PAGANELLI  AND  A. K. SOLOMON  269 
in the first drops of filtrate to be collected. If these first drops are discarded, 
the difference will  be minimized.  However,  in view of the  small amounts of 
filtrate usually collected (0.01  to 0.05 ml.), the residue of the first drops in the 
filtration chamber may be sufficient to contaminate the sample. If it were pos- 
sible to take larger samples, the possibility of error from this source would be 
reduced. 
The deceleration of flow which takes place until the entire outlet tube, from 
mixing  chamber  to  graduated  cylinder,  has  filled  with  solution,  is  another 
source of error. This deceleration has the effect of blurring the time axis along 
the  observation  tube  until  a  steady  flow  has  been  established.  Again,  this 
TABLE III 
Summary of Data  from Exchange Experiments 
Experi- 
ment 
No. 
8 
9 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Hematocrit 
reading 
Initial  Final 
0.816  0.4(E 
0.461  0.258 
0.455  0.251 
0.629  0.512 
0.620  0.32~ 
0.591  0.322 
0.594  0.31~ 
Suspension medium 
Plasma 
0.9 per cent NaC1 
P04-HCO~ buffer* 
PO4-HCOs buffer +  plasma 
PO4-HCOs buffer +  plasma 
P04-HCOs buffer +  plasma 
PO4-HCO3 buffer +  plasma 
F~w 
v~od~ 
~:rt$./$P~g. 
845 
925 
958 
843 
937 
996 
925 
m$~.--I 
0.145 
0.155 
0.138 
0.109 
0.111 
0.090 
O.  082 
3.0 
3.5 
3.9 
3.4 
4.4 
5.5 
5.9 
%verage  0.119  4.2 
gtandard deviation ......  -4-0.028  4-I. 1 
* Buffer composition given in Reference 4. 
error is minimized by discarding  the filtrate until a  steady flow has been es- 
tablished, but as in the previous case, small sample size creates an uncertainty. 
The slit width  error,  caused by filtration of samples over a  finite distance 
(the diameter of the holes in the filtration chamber), was calculated according 
to Equation 39 of Chance (3) and found to be much less than 1 per cent. 
(b)  Errors in Measured  Quantities.--Errors in measured quantities are usu- 
ally expressed as standard  deviations of a  set of replicate measurements.  In 
some cases errors are estimated on the basis of smallest scale divisions. Such 
errors are marked with asterisks. However, all errors combined in the course of 
a  calculation  are  treated  as  standard  deviations  for ease  and  uniformity  of 
computation. The rules used for combination of error are to be found in Beers 
(20) 
Linear Flow Velodly.--The error involved in calculation of linear flow veloc- 
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and error in the bore of the observation tube. It is possible to measure the vol- 
ume of effluent cell suspension to q-5 ml.* as it flows from the apparatus into 
the graduated cylinder. Since 350 ml. of suspension are usually collected, 4-5 
ml.* represents about 4-1.4 per cent* error. Timing of the volume outflow of 
the system to 4-0.002 minute, or 4-1.3 per cent in a total of about 0.15 minute, 
is possible. Thus the volume rate of outflow is measured to 4-2 per cent. The 
dimensions of the observation tube are given as 0.109 4- 0.001 inch outer diam- 
eter, 0.012 4- 0.001  inch wall  thickness  (manufacturer's specifications). The 
inner  diameter calculated from these figures is  0.085 4- 0.002  inch or  4-2.4 
per cent. The cross-sectional area of the tube is calculated to be 0.0366 cm.  2 4- 
4.8 per cent. The linear flow rate, computed from the volume flow rate and the 
cross-sectional area, is known to 4-5.2 per cent. 
Hematocrit Reading.--The error in hematocrit readings is taken as 4-0.002,* 
or 4-0.2 of the smallest scale division on an Exax "blue line" hematocrit tube. 
In general, duplicate hematocrit readings on the same blood agree to within 
4-0.002. 
Dilution.--The  filtrates are  diluted  by weight  before being  analyzed  for 
their tritium contents. The standard deviation involved in weighing is found to 
be 4-0.0001 gm., or 4-1 per cent of the smallest quantity of filtrate used, in a 
set of ten replicates on the analytical balance used. 
C~unting.--The net counting rate is usually measured to a  standard devia- 
tion of about 4-1 per cent. 
Reaction Time.--The error involved in calculating reaction times arises from 
two calculable errors, error in flow velocity (see above) and error in measure- 
ment of distance; and two incalculable errors, the estimates of the equivalent 
length of the mixing chamber,  and  the velocity profile of the flowing fluid. 
The distances along the observation tube were measured with a vernier caliper 
which was accurate to 4-0.02* cm., or 4-1.1 per cent in 1.85 cm., the shortest 
distance measured.  Since the error in the flow velocity is 4-5.2 per cent, its 
contribution to error in reaction time constitutes almost the entire calculable 
error. 
Other grrors~The incalculable errors pose a special problem. The first arises 
from the assumption, implicit  in the application of Equation  1,  that mixing 
is complete instantaneously.  The results  presented  in  Table  I  indicate  that 
mixing is not complete at the back wall of the mixing chamber, and hence that 
Equation  1 is  not  quantitatively  applicable.  Alternately,  Roughton  (21) 
has suggested that the equivalent mixing length is given by "the product of t~ 
(the time for the mixing to be almost say 98 per cent, complete) and a, the aver- 
age of fluid flow in cm./sec." This latter estimate would lead to an equivalent 
mixing length of about 0.8 cm. in place of the value of 0.54 cm. calculated from 
Equation 1. The difference between these two figures is approximately equal 
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Furthermore, a delay of this magnitude would probably not introduce a measur- 
able difference (inconsistency) in data such as that presented in Fig. 5. 
The second error arises from the radial distribution of velocity of the fluid 
flowing down the observation tube.  1 Prandtl's equation, as quoted by Roughton 
(21),  probably does not apply to an inhomogeneous suspension of cells and 
buffer flowing down an observation tube, with an appreciable centrifugal com- 
ponent of motion. The hydrodynamics of such a  situation is most complex 
and no satisfactory theoretical solution is known to the authors. There must 
certainly be a stagnant layer of fluid present at the boundary between the mov- 
ing fluid and the observation ports. If this boundary is as thin as a  red celt, 
it should come to diffusion equilibrium so quickly that it will not contribute 
seriously to the over-all error of the method, as has been discussed above. 
The arguments against the presence of a  thick boundary layer, which will 
affect the results appreciably, are necessarily indirect. They are all based on 
the apparent consistency of the experimental data. The radial distribution of 
velocity in a turbulent rotating mass of cells in fluid would be expected to de- 
pend markedly on the relative density of cellular population. This is particu- 
larly so because the centrifugal component of force would tend to throw the 
cells out peripherally. The hematocrit reading of the suspensions used, as shown 
in Table III, varied over a  twofold range, with the cells occupying, in some 
cases one-quarter, and in other cases up to one-half, of the volume of the flowing 
suspension.  Nonetheless,  the  data  show  that  the  measured reaction rate  is 
essentially independent of the hematocrit reading, and they support the con- 
clusion that the boundary layer effect is unimportant in the present study. 
Furthermore, the apparent half-time of the reaction is relatively independent 
of the velocity of flow over about a 15 per cent range. If any correlation exists, 
it appears that the slower rates of flow lead to faster reaction rates, a direction 
contrary to that expected if diffusion through a peripheral layer is the limiting 
factor. Finally, since the diffusion delay should be variable from sampling port 
to sampling port, it would not be expected that a curve of the kind exhibited 
in Fig. 5 would be obtained, except under the most fortuitous circumstances. 
It  is  concluded  that  the  effect of  radial  velocity distribution,  though  un- 
doubtedly present, is not important enough to become apparent over the other 
sources of error that have already been discussed in detail. 
DISCUSSION 
Comparison  of Results with Water Diffusion Permeabilities  of Other Cells and 
Membranes 
Values of the water permeability constant (Pa) are given for a  variety of 
biological membranes in  Table  IV.  In  each  case,  Pa  was  measured by  the 
The authors would like to express their indebtedness to Dr. R. E. Forster for a 
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diffusion of isotopic water. Pd for the human red cell is over 30 times the next 
largest value in the table, and nearly 250 times the smallest value. Thus the 
data from the present experiments are consistent with Jacobs' statement that 
the permeability of the erythrocyte to water "... is greater than that of any 
other known cell". (22) 
Comparison with Filtation Permeability 
It is instructive to compare the rates of water movement across the red cell 
membrane from diffusion and from osmotic flow The rate of water  entrance 
under an osmotic gradient,  determined by Sidel and Solomon (12),  is  1.5  X 
TABLE  IV 
Water Permeability Constants 
Membrane  P~  Temperature  Reference 
(crn./sec.)  X  10*  °C. 
.~Iuman red cell  5.3  23 
~aoeba (Ckaos chaos). 
[mocha proteus... 
Frog gastric mucosa. 
?rog ovarian egg... 
~bra fish ovarian egg. 
~'enopus body cavity egg. 
~bra fish egg, shed, non-developing... 
Frog body cavity egg 
~almon egg, tmactivatod 
road skin  ..... 
Frog skin. 
O. 0250 
0.021 
O. 0483 
O. 128 
0.068 
0.090 
0.036 
0.075 
0.168 
0.113 
O. 073 
20 
25 
22 
Present experi- 
ments 
16 
23 
24 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
26 
27 
28 
10  -14 ml. H20/(sec., cm. 1-120 pressure, red cell), as given previously. The rate 
of diffusion flow from the present  experiments is 8.6  X  10  -9 ml.  H20/(sec., 
red  cell).  Since  this  rate  was  obtained  from experiments in  which  the  uni- 
directional  flux  of  THO  was  measured, the  concentration  gradient  for  the 
diffusion of water was 55.2 moles/liter, which is equivalent to 1.38  X  10  e cm. 
1-120 pressure at 23°C.  Conversion of diffusion flow into units of osmotic flow 
gives  (8.6 X  10-9)/(1.38  X  10  e)  -- 0.62  X  10  -14  ml.  H20/(sec.,  cm.  H20 
Pressure, red cell). Hence, osmotic flow is 2.5 times greater than diffusion flow. 
According to Ussing (29), a  difference between the permeability constants for 
diffusion  and filtration  of water is indicative  of the presence  of water-filled 
channels in the membrane. 
Calculation of Equivalent Pore Size and Fractional Pore Area 
A measure of the average size of these channels may be obtained by combin- 
ing the two permeability constants according to the method given by Pappen- C. V. PAGANELLI  AND  A. K. SOLOMON  273 
heimer et a/.  (30),  and Koefoed-Johnsen and Ussing (27).  Let us consider an 
idealized membrane which contains an array of uniform, right-cylindrical pores. 
The diffusion  of THO through  these pores may be described by Fick's law, 
subject to certain  assumptions which are discussed below. 
ACTHo 
~anao --  --DTao A~  Ax  (9) 
in which ~Tao is the amount of THO crossing  the membrane in  mo!es/sec., 
Dvao is the diffusion coefficient of THO in the pores in cm.9/sec., Ap is the total 
pore area of the membrane in am. 2, ACrao is the concentration difference  of 
THO across the membrane in moles/cm?, and Ax is the length of the pores or 
the membrane  thickness in cm. To convert the flow of THO to total water 
flow, it is necessary to assume that: 
4~o  ~a,o 
AC~o/>r-o  'xClz,o/>H2o  (10) 
Then Equation 9 becomes: 
A~ 
Multiplying both sides of Equation 11 by V~2o, the partial molar volume of 
H20,  converts flow in moles/sec, to m~o,  the flow in ml./sec.: 
(A,)  ~'--,o~Ca, o  "  (12) 
The term ACH2o represents the concentration difference for the unidirectional 
flux of water into the red cell. Since  Va~o =  0.018 liter H~O/mole,  and AC - 
55.2 moles/liter, the term VH~oACH2o  is very close to unity. Equation 12 then 
becomes: 
~"2o --- --DH2o  ~  (13) 
Hence, from a  measurement of diffusion  flow and a  knowledge of D~o, one 
may calculate A~,/Ax, the pore area per unit path length in the membrane. 
The next step in the calculation of equivalent pore size involves the use of 
Poiseuille's law,  which describes the laminar  flow of water under a  pressure 
gradient through cylindrical pores: 
n~'r4Ap 
(~,o  =  8~Ax  (14) 
in which QH2o is the volume flow rate of water, n  is the number of pores, r 
is the pore radius, AP is the pressure difference,  y is the viscosity of water, 
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Ax are  measured in opposite senses.  Since nlrr  2 =  Ap,  the  total  pore area, 
Equation 14 may be written: 
=  ~P  8n  ~  (is) 
in which ~r~2o is the volume rate of water flow per unit pressure difference. 
Combining Equations 13 and 15 to eliminate Ap/,~x, one obtains an expression 
for r 2 in terms of known or measurable quantities: 
r~  __" 8~/H20 DH~O  (16) 
--  ~hn2o 
Equation  16 is valid when the pore radius is large in comparison with the 
radius of the molecule which is diffusing or being filtered through the pore; 
i.e., when there is no restriction to diffusion or filtration. When the radius of 
the molecule approaches that of the pore, Equation 16 must be corrected to 
account for such restrictions. Renkin (31) makes use of two equations which 
relate equivalent pore area to a function of the ratio a/r, in which a is the radius 
of the penetrating molecule, and r is the radius of the pore. For restricted dif- 
fusion, Renkin's Equation 11 is: 
A:__~  ~Ap  (1-  :)2 I1 -  2.104(~)+2.09  (a)Z--0.95  (a)51  (17) 
For restricted filtration, Renkin's Equation 19 is: 
A~fA~ =[2(1-  a) "~- (1-a)']E1-2.104(~)q-2.09(ra-)Z-O.95  (a) 5]  (18) 
In these equations, A~ is the geometrical pore area, A~ is the virtual pore area 
for diffusion of water, and A~s is the virtual pore area for filtration of water. 
In the derivation of Equation 16, it was tacitly assumed that A~ =  A~s = 
A~, an assumption valid only in the limiting case when a/r--+ O.  When a/r 
is appreciably greater  than zero,  Equation  16  becomes: 
r2  ?~fH20  8r/DH~O [  ~'A  m/  (19) 
From Equations 17 and 18, 
A~a  1 
Ap,  2  --(1-  a)2  (20) 
Substituting the value of A~,d/Apf  from Equation 20 in Equation 19 yields: 
r~ _~  /f/H2O 8~/D~,~o 
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Setting (/~IH~O 8 71DH2o)/mr~o =  X and rearranging, we have: 
rm--  a+  ~+~  (22) 
To find r, we must evaluate k. At 23°C., 7/= 9.36  X  10  -z poise, and DH2o  Is ---- 
2.59  X  10  -5 cm.2/sec.  (by graphical interpolation from the data of  Wang et 
a/. (13))./~/~2o is calculated from the following considerations: There are two 
components to the total osmotic water flow observed when an osmotic gradient 
is applied across a membrane. One is caused by diffusion due to the difference 
in water activity across the membrane; the other, by bulk flow due to this dif- 
ference  (24).  Hence,  one  subtracts  the  diffusion component from the  total 
osmotic flow to obtain 1]~o.  Thus /~/H~O =  0.9 X  10  -1~ ml. H20/(sec.,  cm. 
H20  pressure,  red cell)  ~  0.9 X  10  -lr ml. H~O/(sec.,  dynes/cm.  2,  red cell). 
With these values, k  =  20/~2. The radius of the water molecule, a, is taken as 
1.5/~ (32). Substitution of the values of a and k in Equation 22 yields r  =  3.5 h. 
The value of A~/Ax and an estimate of Ax, the membrane thickness, may be 
used to calculate Av~, the effective pore area for the diffusion of water. How- 
ever, the estimates of Ax vary from 50 to 5000 A (33). Let us use these extreme 
values of Ax to calculate the limiting values of Av~. From the present experi- 
ments, Ave/Ax =  3.3 X  10  -~ cm.  For hx =  50 A, Ave =  1.65 X  10  -1° cm.  *, 
or 0.01 per cent of the total surface area of the human red cell (11).  For Ax = 
5000/~, A~ =  1 per cent of the total surface area. Therefore, according to 
present estimates of membrane thickness, the effective area of pores in the red 
cell lies between 0.01 per cent and 1 per cent of the total surface. The work of 
Pappenheimer et al. (30) on muscle capillary permeability in the isolated hind 
limbs of cats provides confirmatory evidence of such small fractional pore areas. 
They calculated pore areas of less than 0.2 per cent for a molecule the size of 
water.  Further,  Parpart  and  Ballentine  (34)have  estimated the  fractional 
pore area in rabbit red cells to be 0.1 per cent from a  comparison of the free 
diffusion coefficient of ethylene glycol with its permeability constant in rabbit 
cells. 
Assumptions Involved in Calculation of Equivalent Pore Radi~ 
Several assumptions are involved implicitly in the calculation of equivalent 
pore radius. Renkin's Equations 11 and 19 are  assumed to express  correctly 
the restrictions to diffusion and filtration in 3.5 A pores.  While the equations 
seem valid for membranes with 15/~ pores on the basis of Renkin's data, their 
validity at 3.5 h  is conjectural. 
The picture of a membrane perforated by uniform, right-cylindrical pores is 
an idealized geometrical approximation. However, this picture  should be re- 
garded as a convenient means of description, rather than as a structural reality, 
much as is the Stokes-Einstein radius of a molecule. The pore radius calculated 
above is then an e~ective radius, that is, one which provides a  consistent de- 
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The viscosity and diffusion coefficient of water are assumed to have the same 
values in the 3.5 ~t pores as in free solution. Although the diffusion and filtration 
of water are both probably restricted in a 3.5/~ pore, it is nevertheless assumed 
in  the above treatment  that these restrictions can  be  expressed entirely by 
changes in A~/Ax. 
In view of the many uncertainties in the calculation of an equivalent pore 
radius for a cellular membrane, the result must be viewed with great caution. 
It is intended to serve as a basis for further experimentation and may be re- 
garded for the moment as an attempt to describe in operational terms a phys- 
ical property of a complex biological membrane. 
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